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Abstract. Several styles and notations for representing concurrent programs are shortly explained 
and related to each other. It is basically demonstrated how the different language concepts found 
in concurrent programming conceptually evolve from classical styles of functional and applicative 
programming. 
1. Introduction 
In the field of sequential programming the last twenty years can be characterized 
by a rapid growth of knowledge and better understanding of the formal background. 
Nowadays we may find that most of the basic concepts, their formal description 
and their mathematical modelling both for procedural and for applicative languages 
are well-understood. This includes the specification, construction and verification 
of sequential programs. Most of the remaining problems are rather of quantitative 
nature than questions of formal foundations. 
In contrast to this, the state of the art in concurrent programming is less satisfac- 
tory. First of all, we do not have widely known nor widely accepted mathematical 
models for concurrent programs. The known models are either too simple (such as 
Petri-nets, cf. [41]) and thus do not reflect certain important aspects of concurrent 
programs, or they tend to be nearly as complicated and hard to understand as 
concurrent programs themselves (see for instance [38]; for a comparison of such 
models see [36]). 
Secondly, most of the new language constructs proposed for concurrent program- 
ming suffer from a lack of formal definitions and formal foundations. So, for a 
number of sophisticated but nevertheless important questions, the behavior of 
particular concurrent programs using such constructs is not specified. 
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Thirdly, not much effort has been given to compare such constructs within a 
formal framework. Most of the published work on constructs for concurrent pro- 
grams concentrates rather on very intuition-based, model-oriented explanations 
than on studies of formal differences or similarities. 
More work has been done on the formal verification of concurrent programs 
based on assertion techniques (cf. [32,40]). However, only a few papers have been 
published on the construction of concurrent programs (cf. [43]) or on design 
principles. 
In this paper we followed a purely language-oriented approach to concurrent 
programs. Without referring to any machine-oriented computational models such 
as generalized Turing machines, automata, etc., we consider only language constructs 
and their (algebraic) properties on the basis of a text replacement semantics. We 
give an overview on a collection of classical constructs for concurrent programs 
representing several ‘typical programming styles’. In this overview, we describe and 
compare the different constructs for concurrent programs working on shared 
memory, define a simple message-oriented construct for concurrent programming, 
and finally discuss some aspects of procedure-oriented versus message-oriented 
concepts and of applicative approaches to concurrent programming. 
We are convinced that the formal foundations of parallel or concurrent program- 
ming are not fundamentally different from the foundations of sequential program- 
ming. Functional and applicative languages (such as A-calculus) and their theoretical 
background have just to be viewed in a little bit more generalized manner, free of 
too narrow sequential interpretations, which are only caused historically by the 
common technique of using them as formal foundation of conventional sequential 
programming concepts. 
Generally, applicative programs allow many distinct ways of evaluation, including 
parallel ones. Classical constructs for parallel programming so can be seen as 
notational tools for giving a more explicit description of these special evaluation 
processes for given programs. A program representing a process can be interpreted 
as the description of a subprocess from the process of evaluating an applicative 
expression in parallel. 
To start with, we give an introduction to functional programming. It is based on 
an algebraic understanding of algorithms as rules to produce computational terms 
[31. 
We deliberately restrict our approach to control flow driven evaluation models 
with concurrent control flow. We exclude evaluation models based on logical 
inferences such as parallel logic programming (cf. for instance [17]). 
2. The freedom of execution in the functional programming 
As it is well-known, expressions in functional languages leave a lot of freedom 
in the order of evaluation. Making use of this freedom in efficient models of parallel 
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computation, independent whether these models are software or hardware oriented, 
is one of the key questions in parallel programming. 
2.1. Parallel executions with simple expressions 
Simple expressions can just be seen as trees. Consider the following expression: 
(a*+b’)X(a’-6’) 
or rather 
How is it to be calculated? The possibilities may be shown by its Kantorouic tree 
or computational tree (see Figs. 1, 2) which is the graph representation of a 
a b a b 
3.482 1 12.157 i (3.482 1 12.157 
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Fig. 1. Kantorovic tree. Fig. 2. Calculation sheet. 
‘calculation sheet’. Some possible orders of serial operations are given in the Figs. 
3-5. 
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Fig. 3. Fig. 4. Fig. 5. 
But there is also the possibility of one person working on the left half, one on 
the right half independently, and to hand over their results to a third person 
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performing the multiplication. Neither serial nor parallel calculation is prescribed-it 
is simply left open. This ‘freedom of executions’ for a given expression is so obvious 
that it is rarely mentioned. 
There is, of course, a different expression available which (thanks to the arithmetic 
laws) is functionally equivalent, namely 
a’-bJ or rather sq(sq(a))-sq(sq(b)). 
Numerical analysts know that such modifications are not always harmless-we do 
not have to discuss further the subject of rounding error behaviour. There is however 
another modification which is unquestioned even in the presence of rounding errors, 
namely the introduction and use of intermediate results-thus avoiding in our case 
to calculate both q(a) and sq(b) twice. Multiple use of intermediate results may 
be vital for numerical stability [2]. 
2.2. Expressions with intermediate results 
As long as all calculations considered are trees of calculations, then of course 
disjoint subexpressions correspond to disjoint subtrees and can be evaluated 
independently in parallel. 
Classical genuine expression notation cannot deal with ‘common subexpressions’, 
since ‘naming’ of a multiply used intermediate result is required. Special notations 
like 
(p+q)*(p-qL where p=sq(a),q=sq(b) 
or 
Let P =def q(a), let q =def =j(b). Then (p+q). (p-q) 
or 
Let (P. 4) =def (sq(a)t q(b)). Then (P+q) * (P-4) 
or 
(AP7 9: (p+q) * (P-q))(sq(a), V(b)) 
are familiar. The graph representation now no longer gives a tree; we obtain a 
Kantorovic graph or computational graph, which happens to be acyclic, and a 
corresponding calculation sheet. 
Note that there is now less, but still some, ‘freedom of execution’ left. In the 
example two persons may still calculate in parallel, one on the left half, one on the 
right half, but less independently than before: each one of them cannot proceed 
with addition or subtraction respectively, before both of them have finishing squaring. 
Sometimes, however, expressions already leave no freedom of execution. This is SO 
for the Horner expression 
(((all * x+a,) * x+a,) * x+aJ * x+44. 
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Fig. 8. Calculation sheet for Homer expression. 
It needs eight steps in sequence to obtain the result. Based on the functionally 
equivalent and more common polynomial expression 
(l~‘x4+u*~~~+u*~~2+u3~x+u4 
and using intermediate results, there is a version which can be done in fewer steps 
under certain parallelization (with altogether 50% more operations, however) 
indicated by the collective definitions in (*). There is of course freedom of execution 
within the right-hand side expressions in the collective definitions 
Let (ki, II) =def (a3. XT x’ x), 
let (h3, k3, 13) =def (h,+ kz, a, - 12, 12 . x), 
let (h, kJ =def (h3+ k3, ao * 13). 
(*) 
Then h, + k,. 
But note also that the system as shown in Fig. 9 does not force us to do the 
computation in ‘horizontal’ steps; in fact the equivalent Kantorovic graph shows 
clearly that we could as well go fast with the computation of Ii, 12, l3 and go slower 
(but still in parallel) with the computation of kl, k2, k3, k4, and still slower with the 
computation of h,, hz, h3, h4. 
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Fig. 9. Calculation sheet for short polynomial expression (*). 
Fig. 11. Kantorovic graph for short polynomial 
expression f *L 
Fig. 10. Kantorovic graph 
for Horner expression. 
Thus, multiple use of intermediate results can not only save computation, it can 
also help to reduce the number of consecutive steps to be done or to minimize the 
maximal time to be spent with the computation. 
When dealing with rounding errors, only a proper use of common subexpressions 
will lead to dependencies between several results and to a benign error behaviour 
[2], as it is the case for the computation of a solution of a linear system, say the 2 
by 2 system 
a* u-b. v=e, c.u-de v-f 
using essentially the Gauss method: 
v:= (f -e* (c/a))/(b-da (c/a)); u:=(e+b. v)/a. 
Numerical stability puts restrictions on the available schemes for parallelization. 
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2.3. Sequential. systolic and data flow computation 
Obviously the information contained in the Kantorovic-graph for cannot so 
be written the linear of common programming But it 
also not necessary do so, the full information can deduced mechanically 
from system of definitions the one above. 
A (in our with nodes 12, Ij, kz, k3, hz, h3, is to 
constructed which an edge p) whenever occurs in formula for computing 
Let the it be called and let be its hull. that 
R acyclic and R* is strict ordering. Among the courses of 
which are permissible within ‘freedom of executing’, special ones 
(1) Sequential Any strict ordering of the compatible 
with R*: G L Examples 
(2) Systolic Any of nodes in of equivalence 
classes with linear strict of clusters compatible with R*. 
example is 
Data fiow Any of nodes in (subsets 
a linear ordering compatible with the induced by and a ordering 
2 of queues such (a, p) R* implies 2 queue(P). example is 
Functional programming in sense based on expressions together 
if-then-else-fi and recursion. Such systems of recursive definitions 
are a universal programming instrument [37]. 
The freedom of execution is fully carried over to this programming style. This is 
one of its particular advantages. For an intuitively transparent definition of the 
semantics of recursion see the appendix: The calculation sheet machine. Expressions 
which are supplemented by intermediate results are included, since the effect can 
always be obtained by suitably defined auxiliary recursive functions. (It is a matter 
of taste and/or habit to have a particular notation.) 
In the following, a recursive definition for the Horner and for the short evaluation 
of a polynomial is given. Here a,, a,, a2 . . . aN and N are assumed to be global 
constants. p(x, i) is the value of the polynomial a, * xi + a, . xi-’ + * * * + ai, defined 
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for i S IV. Clearly, the Horner evaluation then has the recursion 
funct p 3 (real x, int i co 0 2s i S N co) real: 
if i=Othenq, 
elsep(x,i-l).x+qfi, 
p(x, N) being the value of the polynomial. 
On the other hand, let 
(((P.X+Ui’X+ai+~)‘X+U~+~)‘X”‘+U~) bef(X,p,i). 
Then, equivalently, the value of the polynomial is f(x, 0, 0), where 
funct f = (real x, real p, int i co 0 S i C N co) real: 
if i=Nthenp.x+ui 
elsef(x,p.X+U,i+l)fi. 
Note that this version shows tail recursion, the other one not. 
The short polynomial calculation gives the value of the polynomial as 
g(X, -I, O,O, 1) or g(X, O,O, a,, X), 
where 
funct g = (real x, int i, real h, k, f, co i s N co) real: 
if i=Nthenh+k 
elseg(X,i+l,h+k,ai~I,f~x)ti. 
In the recursion, x is a fixed parameter. Note that the set of calculation sheets 
for short evaluation still shows the following freedom of calculation: First, all i and 
all 1 can be computed independently, then all k, finally all h. In contrast to such a 
‘progressive’ computation, the usual execution of the recursive definition above 
calculates new i, h, k, 1 in a synchronized way. Special, unorthodox computation 
rules will be needed if the full freedom of calculation is to be preserved (cf. [9], 
nondeterministic text replacement machine, see also Appendix), including several 
obvious forms of parallel calculation. 
The common operative semantics of recursion (as in for instance ALGOL 60) gives 
however for the computation of g the ‘horizontal’, somehow serialized evaluation 
of the parameter expressions (‘call by value’). 
For a polynomial of degree rr the first method needs n multiplications and n 
additions which have all to be done sequentially, i.e. a total execution time of 
n - (f,,, + f,) where t, and r, denotes the times needed for the execution of one single 
multiplication and addition resp. The second method requires 2 . n - 1 multiplica- 
tions and n additions, the total execution time (if as much as possible is done in 
parallel) is n - mux( t,, t,). 
The example of the short evaluation of the polynomial will be treated in the 
sequel in the somewhat simplified, somewhat generalized form of a program scheme, 
by suppressing the fixed parameter x and e.g. combining the triple (h. k, I) into a 
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single parameter y. 
III 
functg=(mi,ny) n: 
if C(i) then y 
else g(p(i), C(Y, i)) fi. 
We show how this simple recursive program scheme can be implemented by parallel 
programs. In particular we give a number of implementations of this program in 
different styles of parallel programming to elucidate the relationship of the particular 
language constructs. 
3. A sampler of styles for concurrent programs 
In this section we consider a very simple, well-known example to give some 
impressions on the different styles used in concurrent programming. As an example 
for two communicating processes as well as for two processes executing alternatively 
critical and noncritical sections, we choose the producer/consumer problem. It is 
also an instance of the type of the function g above. 
We use the ALGOL-like notation of the Wide Spectrum Language CIP-L (cf. [5]) 
extended by a number of classical constructs for concurrent programming. Reverse 
to the historical evolution, we start with a very abstract view of concurrent systems 
and end with concurrent programs which share some memory. To prevent conflicts 
we have to use some synchronization primitives there. But at our start there are 
neither variables nor communication devices, there are just recursive definitions in 
purely applicative form. 
3.1. Applicative programs as concurrent systems 
Let us consider the following simple recursive function: 
funct procon = (m x, n y ) n : 
if C(x) then y 
else procon(produce(x), consume(y, x)) fi. 
Here, the function produce is a mapping m + m which ‘produces’ elements of mode 
m, and consume is a mapping n X m+ n, where consume( y, x) ‘consumes’ y and 
results, depending on x, in a new element of mode n-this is at least one of the 
interpretations that will emerge in the sequel. But there are many other interpreta- 
tions, including such well-known problems as calculating the factorial 
m = nat, n = nat, produce(x) = x - 1, 
consume(y, x) = y * x, C(x) = x = 0, procon(x, y) = y * x! 
or as calculating the i and (h, k, I), or the (i, I) and (h, k), or the (i, f, k) and h in 
the function g above (see below also). 
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Usually nobody would consider an application procon(x, y) of the 
function procon to some arguments x and y as a concurrent program. 
3.1.1. Sequential evaluation of applicative programs 
recursive 
The function procon could be executed on a stack machine that is dealing with 
the most general recursive situation. In fact, since we have here the special case of 
‘tail recursion’, it is common practice to proceed to the style of program variables 
and iterations: 
funct procon = (m x, n y) n: 
[(var m vx, var n vy) := (x, y) ; 
while -I C( vx) do (vx, vy) := (produce( vx), consume( vy, vx)) od; 
VY 1 
Usually, even the collective (‘simultaneous’, ‘ concurrent’) assignment is sequential- 
ized. This can be done here without an auxiliary variable in the order 
vy := consume( vy, vx); vx := produce( vx). 
Equivalently, we have a control flow diagram for the factorial as shown in Fig. 12. 
Fig. 12. Control flow diagram. 
The transition to a procedural representation of our program can just be seen as 
restricting our freedom of choosing a computation rule to a strictly sequential 
innermost computation rule. Before a ‘recursive’ call is expanded, all arguments 
are completely evaluated. Argument evaluation and evaluation of the body of the 
called recursive function are completely sequentialized. So the arguments have not 
to be kept in case of tail recursion; they just can be overwritten (by assignments). 
Our run-time stack of arguments collapses to programming variables. We gain an 
optimization of storage demands by the price of having no parallel evaluation any 
longer. A transition from tail-recursive versions to procedural programs (while- 
loops) just means an explicit sequentialization. 
Applying other than sequential computation rules, however, the evaluation of 
procon can be performed highly in parallel (cf. [9]). These computation rules can 
be considered as a first step towards a general parallel reduction rule or an operative 
data flow semantics for recursive functions. 
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3.1.2. Parallel evaluation of applicative programs: Data driven reduction 
Assume now that we have a machine with a multitude of arithmetic units, or in 
our example at least with a device for counting that works independently of a 
multiplication device. Then the collective assignment can be performed in two steps, 
first calculating the two results, secondly doing the assignment. A joint clock pulse 
will keep synchronism. 
However, in the interpretation for calculating the factoral, counting may be done 
much more quickly than multiplying. The queue of actual values of x:= 
xg, xg- 1, x0-2,. . . , 1,0 could be calculated independently, the counting device 
would be freed, and the slower multiplication device would step by step ‘consume’ 
from the sequence x0, x0- 1,. . . the actual values of x. 
This is the data driven reduction. In data driven reduction, the program term is 
considered as a tree where many distinct evaluation processes may be active in 
parallel in disjoint parts of the tree. As soon as, for a given node in the tree, all 
the evaluations of all (relevant) subtrees are finished, then also this node can finish 
its computation. 
For an applicative program we may use operational semantics for a sequential 
(or at most quasiparallel) evaluation as well as particular operational semantics for 
the parallel evaluation of applicative program terms. The following examples of 
styles for parallel programs can just be seen as more explicit formulations of 
particular operational semantics for applicative expressions. 
3.2. Loosely coupled message passing systems 
Data driven reduction assumes an unbounded number of processors: the number 
of activities proceeding in parallel can grow very large. Moreover the practical 
organisation of such a huge number of processors brings additional problems. 
Therefore people tend to use less general computation models where the number 
of processors is bounded. A very abstract one of those models are data flow networks. 
They are built of a finite number of nodes with which one associates ‘primitive’ 
operations, and of a finite number of arcs with which one associates equences (or 
queues) of data. 
It assumes tacitly 
(1) that for all the primitive operations that occur within a given (recursive or 
not) routine, independent devices are available (if the same operation occurs more 
than once, as many as there are occurrences), 
(2) that each of these devices is equipped with buffers in all the inputs; the 
operands are taken in a synchronized way from the buffer. The device waits if one 
of the input buffers is empty, otherwise proceeds at its natural speed. 
There is however the problem of termination. The device producing the queue 
of actual values of x should not continue if x = 0 holds, but should end its mission. 
And the device producing the queue of actual values of y should also not wait if 
its x-input is finally exhausted, but should indicate termination of the recursion. 
Thus, both devices depend on the alternative x = 0. 
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3.2.1. Stream-oriented communication 
An explicit way of communication may be based on stream-oriented and queue- 
oriented mechanisms. Both mechanisms apply the idea of looking at communicating 
processes or channels as dealing with sequences of data. They are based on a data 
type SEQUENCE which is algebraically defined by: 
type SE0 = (sort m) : 
sort seq, 
fimct seq empty, 
funct (seq) boo1 isempty. 
funct (m) seq make, 
funct (seq, seq) seq .a., 
funct (seq q : i isempty (4)) m first, 
funct (seq q : i isempty( seq rest, 
empty 0 q = q = q 0 empty, 
(41~q2)~q3=qlo(q2~q3), 
isempty(empty) = true, 
isempty(q 0 make(x)) =false, 
first( make(x) 0 q) = x, 
rest(make(x) 0 q) = q 
endoftype 
In its full generality this type generally is not appropriate for being used in 
communicating systems. 
Basically we consider two ways of restricting our type: One is to restrict concatena- 
tion to right-append 
funct(seq, m)seq .&., 
with 
S&X =def s 0 make(x). 
Then we speak of queues. Or we restrict concatenation to left-append 
with 
funct (m, seq)seq .&., 
x&s =&f make(x)0 s. 
men we speak of stacks. If .&. is right-nonstrict (what is always assumed in the 
following), i.e. if first(x&s) is defined and identical to x even in cases where the 
evaluation of s leads to a nonterminating computation, then we speak of streams 
(cf. [12]). 
3.2.2. Queue-oriented programs 
The particular computation rules the Queue Machine works with are made more 
explicit by directly referring to queues in the program. In our example, we obtain 
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from the program procon, through the explicit introduction of queues: 
begin funct qproducer = (m x, queue q) queue: 
if C(x) then q 
else qproducer (produce( x), q&x) fi, 
funct consumer 3 (n y, queue q) n: 
if isempty then y 
else consumer( consume(y, first(q)), rest(q)) fi, 
consumer( y0, qproducer( x0, empty)) 
end 
This program is equivalent o procon(x0, ~0). In the classical call-by-value (leftmost- 
innermost evaluation rules) interpretation, this system uses the freedom of calcula- 
tion in the other extreme: consumer is not started before qproducer has finished. 
Note that both qproducer and consumer are in tail-recursion. So the transition to 
a procedural program is straightforward: 
begin 
(var m x, var queue b) := (x0, empty); 
while 1 C(x) do 6 := b&x; x := produce(x) od; 
begin 
(var n y, var queue b’) := (y0, b); 
while 1 isempty( b’) do y := consume( y, J%W( b’)); b’ := resr( 6’) od; 
Y 
end 
end 
Here one sees very clearly how the procedural style of programming explicitly 
suppresses all possibilities of parallelism and leads to a strictly sequential version. 
3.2.3. Stream-oriented applicative programs 
Above, we obtained the function producer in tail-recursion, i.e. equivalent to a 
loop. However, on the applicative level, a non-tail-recursion form as used by [22] 
and [30] is acceptable, and happens to be simpler if not more appropriate. It turns 
out, however, that this formally means to use stacks instead of queues, since the 
pending operations are executed in reverse order. 
Using objects of sort stack, a data flow organization can be described by a program 
which may read: 
begin funct sproducer = (m x) stack: 
if C(x) then empty 
else x&sproducer( produce( x)) fi; 
f’unct consumer = (n y, stack q) n: 
if isempty then y 
else consumer( consume(y, first(q)), rest(q)) fi; 
consumer(y0, sproducer(x0)) 
end 
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Such a program can be considered as a conventional applicative program with 
classical call-by-value fixed point semantics (cf. for instance [3.5]). Then again 
sproducer(x0) is to be calculated completely before consumer may start. If we use 
call-by-name (outermost) evaluation rules, then we have to start by unfolding 
consumer, and many copies of sproducer(x0) are generated. These copies all have 
to be evaluated per se. This is not what we are after. 
But such a program can also be considered as a concurrent program by considering 
the form stack s = sproducer(x0); consumer(y0, s) if we use specific computation 
rules (cf. [ 111) such as: 
stack s = z&E; consumer( y, s) + stack s = E; consumer( y, z&s). 
The freedom within applications of such rules allows a parallel evaluation of the 
applicative program above, i.e. it allows for a parallel asynchronous evaluation of 
the expressions producer( x0) and consume4 y0, s). Already computed components 
of the sequence s may be communicated by the rule above the expression con- 
sumer(y0, s). Thus we obtain (during the process of evaluation) systems of ‘com- 
municating expressions’. 
Note that the counterpart to the use of queues is the use of stacks in the explicit 
handling of recursion on the procedural level. This leads in a very straightforward 
manner to systems of mutually recursively defined streams, and also to a textual 
representation of data flow programs. 
3.2.4. On the duality of streams and queues 
It is rather surprising to see the two concepts of stacks (or streams) and queues 
side-by-side [4]. The consumer function is identical for both cases. However, the 
functions qproducer and sproducer are essentially different. The function qproducer 
is in tail-recursion, i.e. the recursive call is the outermost operation and so a transition 
to an iterative version is straightforward. However, if qproducer does not terminate, 
i.e. if C(x) is never true during a recursive call of qproducer, then the result of 
qproducer is totally undefined independent of the fact that on its second argument 
an ‘infinite’ queue of data is accumulated. Only if we switch to procedural versions 
with shared memory (see Section 3.4), then a parallel access on q becomes feasible, 
and even nonterminating computations make sense. So qproducer is a step towards 
concurrent programs with shared memory. 
For sproducer we do not have a tail recursive version. However, if we assume 
the operation to be right-nonstrict, then even the case of a recursive call where 
C(x) is never true makes sense. Then sproducer(x) generates an infinite stream of 
data. 
In the case where .&. is strict we may apply the rule (cf. [6, Section 4.2.11): 
[funct f 1 = (n x) n: 
if C(x) then t 
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else H(x) afl(G(x)) fi;fl(E)] 
< ;a;c$:;,;rict I 
[funct f2 = (m x, n y) n: 
if C(x) then yor 
else f2(G(x), y vH(x)) fi; f2(x, z)l 
This rule represents one of basic paradigmas of the connection between applicative 
and procedural (iterative, assignment-oriented) programming. It also shows the 
connection between procedural (queue-oriented) concurrent programming and 
applicative (data-flow-like) concurrent programming. 
Communication between agents can be mathematically represented by sequences 
of data that are transmitted. If we choose the substructure of queues for representing 
communication sequences, we are heading for a procedural system; if we choose 
stacks or streams, we are heading for an applicative (data flow oriented) style of 
representing communicating systems. This duality deserves further investigation! 
3.2.5. Data flow graphs 
Data flow languages (cf. [31]) originate along the applicative approach to concur- 
rent programming. Using such languages, programs are usually represented by 
diagrams where the arcs denote the ‘data flow’ (in contrast to usual control flow 
diagrams, or to the transition-nets of [42], where the arcs denote the ‘flow of 
control’). Each node represents a functional processing unit which is activated as 
soon as data items arrive, then produces some items as output and sends them at 
some of its output arcs. If an arc is split, copies of the queue of data are sent along 
all branches. From the condition of an alternative, a queue of truth values is emitted 
which is sent to switches, each one for every parameter, which terminate the flow 
of the respective actual values. 
Using such a data flow language our example reads as shown in Fig. 13. 
The transition from the recursive definition to the data flow diagram can be done 
quite formally. To see this, we start from the Kantorovic-diagram of our example 
(see Fig. 14). From the right-hand side, the essence of the data flow diagram is 
obtained by first collecting the x and y-entries as shown in Fig. 15. 
Then we replace the recursive call of procon by data-flow loops for the parameter 
x and y, with a data-flow switch in each loop after the lead to the conditions of 
alternatives, the switches being controlled by the values output by the conditions 
(see Fig. 16). 
For the more genera1 (repetitive) recursion 
the data 
functf=(mx,ny)P: 
if C(x, y) then H(x, y) 
else f(K,(x, y), &(x, y)) fi 
flow diagram of Fig. 17 is obtained. 
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Fig. 13. The arcs where truth values are sent along are shown by dotted lines. 
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Fig. 14. Kantorovic-trees for procon. 
There is full symmetry now, and no longer a producer-consumer-situation: both 
data-flow loops are now mutually dependent, and work necessarily in phase (the 
critical arcs are shown in heavy lines). 
The generalization to (repetitive) routines with n parameters is obvious; it leads 
to the well-known problem of determining a ‘feedback node set’ [28]. The data 
flow diagram shows an advantage if and only if certain functions do not depend on 
some parameters. This situation did happen for the recursive function g in connection 
with the parallel evaluation of a polynomial: The calculation of new i depends on 
i only, of new 1 on 1 only, of k on i and I only, of new h on h and k only (x is a 
fixed parameter). 
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Fig. 1.5. Data Row scheme for body of procon. 
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Fig. 16. Data flow diagram for procon. 
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Fig. 17. Data flow diagram for f 
Although being very suggestive, data flow diagrams need also a textual representa- 
tion (for treating them as programs) and a proper semantic explanation. This is 
what we are going to do in the following section. 
3.2.6. Data flow programs as recursive stream equations 
A concept like the data flow concept that works with a static graph is much closer 
to concrete hardware architectures. Maybe this is the reason why it has obtained 
even more attention than the more general reduction idea. It has been suggested 
first in the form of the ‘single assignment approach’ in [44]. There the concept of 
a program variable, which can dynamically change its value an unbounded number 
of times, is replaced by identifiers which can be attached at most to one value (‘single 
assignment’). However, this restriction makes it impossible to use iteration and 
loops as in procedural programs, because for loops in procedural programs the 
repeated assignment o program variables is essential (cf. [6]). The introduction of 
definitions of recursive functions in its full generality, however, may destroy the 
static character of the flow graph, and leads to reduction concepts. An approach 
which keeps the static flow graph but allows for a specific form for iteration are 
data flow graphs with loops. They are proposed in numerous papers (cf. [l, 18,311). 
For streams it actually makes sense to consider recursive stream-equations. For 
our system we even can give a system of recursive stream equations that can be 
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seen as a textual representation of the data flow program of the preceding section. 
We start with a definition of data flow graphs. 
A data flow program is a directed graph G = ( V, A, Z, 0, L, IN, OUT) where 
- V is a finite set of nodes, 
- A is a finite set of arcs called streams, 
- Z and 0 are functionality functions I: V+ A*, O:A+ VU{IN}, 
- a labelling function L: V + SPF, 
- subsets IN,OUTG A, 
where SPF is a set of function identifiers, the corresponding stream processing 
functions are recursively defined, and for all nodes x the function L(x) is n-ary iff 
Z(x) is a word of length n, and 0 is injective. 
The arcs a with O(a) = IN are called input streams, the arcs in OUT are called 
output streams. 
The meaning of a data flow program is given by the set of mutually recursive 
stream equations 
stream s, =fa(sa,, . . . , SJ 
for each arc a with x=O(a),f,=L.(x), (a, *** a,)=Z(x). 
For each set of input streams, a recursively defined of streams is thus given. 
Example. With the simple data flow graph of Fig. 18 one associates the mutually 
recursive system of streams: 
stream sl = merge( sx0, s5), 
stream s2 = nfilter(s3, sl), 
stream s3 = C*(sl), 
stream s4 = pfifter( s3, sl), 
stream s5 = pro*( s2), 
stream s6 = merge(sy0, s8), 
stream s7 = nfilrer( ~3, s6), 
stream s8 = con*( ~2, s7), 
stream s9=pfilter(s3, sl), 
where 
funct pfilter = AC, s: 
if isempty( c) then empty else 
if first c then first s&pfilter(rest c, rest s) 
else pfilfer(rest c, rest s) fifi, 
funct C* = As: 
if isempty( s) then empty 
else C(first s)&C*(rest s) fi, 
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Fig. 18. Data flow graph. 
funct nfilter = A c, s: 
if isempry( c) then empty else 
if first c then nfilter(rest c, rest s) 
else first s&nfifter(rest c, rest s) fi fi, 
funct pro* = A s: 
if isempty( s) then empry 
else pro(first s)&pro*(rest s) fi, 
funct con* = A sl, ~2: 
if isempry( s 1) A isempry( ~2) 
then empry 
else con(first sl, first s2)&con*(rest sl, rest s2) fi. 
Note that the harmless looking junction of the arcs sx0 and s5 is used as an 
abbreviation for the merge nodes as shown in Fig. 19. 
Fig. 19. The merge node. 
There, merge is the ‘nonstrict’ form of a nondeterministic merge of two streams 
using the V-operator (see [12]). 
For the filtering network shown in Fig. 20 we use the special abbreviation 
(following the notation of [31]) shown in Fig. 21. 
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Fig. 20. The filter node. 
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Fig. 21. Introduction of gates. 
The data flow graph implements the function procon: 
funct procon = A x, y: 
if C(x) then y elseprocon(pro(x), con(x, y)) Ii. 
If we initialize ax0 = x0&(1), ay0 = HO&, then 
procon (x, y) = first ~9. 
For making the network also into a correct stream processing function, one has to 
provide the net with gates making sure that a new argument is not allowed to enter 
the network before a result has been produced. So the function 
funct procon* = A sx, sy: 
procon (first sx, first sy) &procon*(rest sx, rest sy) 
is implemented by the net given in Fig. 22. 
Figure 22 is equivalent to adding the following two stream equations 
stream sx0 = gate( true&by, sx’), 
stream sy0 = gate( true&y, sy’), 
where 
funct gate = A sl, ~2: 
if isempfy( s 1) or isempry( s2) then empty 
else first s2&gute(rest sl, rest s2) fi. 
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Fig. 22. procon* as data flow graph. 
This frame guarantees that a ‘new’ value enters the flow network only when the 
old computation has finished. 
However, the gate can also be combined with the merge to an ‘inbound switch’ 
as shown in Fig. 23. Here the function inswitch is defined by 
funct inswitch = A c, ~1, ~2: 
if first c then first sl &inswitch(rest c, rest ~1, $2) 
else first s2&inswitch(rest c, ~1, rest s2) fi. 
Thus we obtain the deterministic data flow program as shown in Fig. 24. 
Fig. 23. Inbound switch. 
3.2.7. Semantics of loosely coupled systems 
Dataflow programs as systems (networks) of stream processing functions represent 
a very abstract concept for describing distributed communicating systems. In this 
setting, a deterministic ommunicating agent with n input ports (lines) and m output 
lines is a function 
f: STREAM"+STREAMm 
that continuously processes treams, i.e. sequences of data. If one wants to consider 
nondeterministic communicating agents, then we have either to use ‘set-valued’ 
functions 
f: STREAM~-,P(STREAM)~ 
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Fig. 24. Deterministic data Row program (without merge). 
or in the case of feedback lines (‘data flow loops’) also sets of stream processing 
functions 
f =P(STREAM”‘STREAMm). 
For details we refer to [13]. 
Stream-processing functions seem to be an excellent concept for the abstract 
specification and the structural design of such systems. If one is interested, however, 
in a more detailed description of the communication mechanism itself, one has 
rather to consider tightly coupled systems. 
3.3. Tightly coupled systems: Handshaking communication 
In stream processing networks the communication relationship is ‘asymmetric’. 
Input is treated differently to output. An agent never waits if it is ready to output, 
but just sends the output and continues. An agent of course has to wait for some 
input and may only continue when this input actually arrives. Language constructs 
with such explicit communication mechanisms are proposed in [39] and [26] (also 
cf. [8]). We need an explicit queue buffer now, since Hoare’s and Milner’s ‘rendez- 
vous’ concept excludes implicit buffering. 
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3.3.1. Calculus of communicating systems 
Basically the concept of handshaking communication is independent from assign- 
ment-oriented or applicative programming styles. Milner’s calculus of communicat- 
ing systems is a language using an applicative style with similarities to (typed) 
h-calculus. In Milner’s notation our example reads 
[pro(x) e ax. if C(x) then nil 
else pro(produce(x)) fi, 
con(y) (= &A if C(z) then p y.nil 
else con (consume( y, 2)) fi, 
buffer(q) e if isempty 
then 5 u. buffer( q&v) 
else 5 u.bu~er(q&u)Ll afirst(q).bufler(rest(q)) fi; 
pro(x0) II con(y0) II bufler(empty) 1 
Here, CY, CT and p are port names, and CY E.P means “send the value of E on port 
a and continue with P”, and CY x. P means “receive the value of x from the port (r 
and continue with P”. Note that both sending and receiving take place simultaneously 
if and only if both partners are ready. The agent sends its final result on port p. 
This style of programming fundamentally combines the concepts of nondeterminis- 
tic choice and communication. Moreover it rather assumes a global control instance 
than distributed control. In some way it seems a little bit less abstract (less communi- 
cation-oriented) and more synchronisation-oriented than stream-processing 
networks. 
3.3.2. Communicating sequential processes 
An assignment-oriented version of tightly coupled systems (with local variables 
only) is Hoare’s language of communicating sequential processes. 
parbegin 
pro::x:=xO; 
producer:: if C(x) 
then nop 
II 
else x := produce(x); buffer! x; producer fi 
con :: (y, x’) := (y0, x0); 
consumer :: if C( x’) 
then nop 
else y := consume( y, x’) ; buffer? x’; consumer fi 
II 
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buffer :: b := empty : 
do::if pro? v then b:= b&v; do 
El 1 isempry( b) A con!firsr( 6) then b := rest(b); do fi 
parend 
Here the notation producer :: * - . producer * * * means a recursive definition and a 
call on the spot (‘goto’-masquerade), following the suggestion of [23]; buffer! means 
“send to”, buffer? means “get from” buffer as soon as the partner is ready 
(‘rendezvous’). 
Note that this program is called procedural since the three processes use local 
variables. Nevertheless, one may see the similarity to the construct above, where 
no program variables are used at all (cf. [39]); behind buffer, however, all the 
characteristics of a shared variable are hidden. This is seen from a comparison with 
the procedural form of the system (producer, consumer) above: 
begin 
(var m x, var queue b) := (x0, empty); 
while 1 C(x) do b := b&x; x := produce(x) od; 
begin 
(var n y, var queue b’) := (~0, b) ; 
while 1 isempty( b’) do y := consume( y, first( b’)); b’ := rest( b’) od; 
Y 
end 
end 
The essential concept of CSP and its non-assignment-oriented counterpart ccs 
(calculus of communicating systems, cf. [39]) is the idea of handshaking communica- 
tion (‘rendezvous’). So the implicit buffering of queue-oriented or stream-oriented 
versions has to be made explicit by introducing an explicit process modelling a buffer. 
3.3.3. Semantic models for tightly coripled systems 
Although very suggestive and intuitively clear at a first sight, languages for 
describing tightly coupled systems bear a number of deep problems when trying to 
understand them as formal objects, i.e. to give a denotational semantics for them. 
In contrast to loosely coupled systems, where an agent represents just a continuous 
function on (tuples of) streams as input and with (tuples of) streams as output, in 
tightly coupled systems a further detail is added: an input may be rejected (since 
the agent is not ready). Since an agent may be waiting at a set of input/output 
statements, it is very important for the semantic identity of an agent whether (after 
a sequence of input/output actions) it is capable to accept an action out of a certain 
set of input/output offers or to reject a certain set of input/output offers. This is 
captured by Hoare’s ready set models or refusal set models (cf. [14,27]). 
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3.4. Communication via shared cariables 
According to classical multiprocessor machine architectures where memory is one 
of the basic concepts, many approaches to communicating systems are based on 
shared memory and protected access to it. 
3.4.1. Message switching constructs 
So far we have considered only program versions which do not explicitly use 
shared memory. Now we look at message switching facilities (cf. [9,21,29]) with 
implicit buffering: 
begin channel b; (var m x, var n y, var m z) := (x0, y0, x0); 
parbegin 
producer : : if C(x) 
then nop 
else x := produce(x); send x on b; producer fi 
par 
consumer : : if C(x) 
then nop 
else y := consume(y, z); receive z from b; consumer fi 
parend; 
Y 
end 
Note that in this program there are only notational differences to the main program 
of the version using a monitor as given below. 
Here, a channel can be considered as a shared variable of the sort queue. The 
following rule describes a formal transition from stream-oriented to procedure- 
oriented program (for an explanation of the respective language constructs see the 
following section): 
channel s H var queue s := empty 
send E on s e await true then s := s&E endwait 
receive u from s @ await 1 isempty( s) then s, u := rest(s), first(s) endwait 
The channel-oriented version itself can be directly obtained from the queue-oriented 
one by the application of the classical transformation rule going from recursion to 
iteration: 
[functf=(mx,ny)z; 
if C then y 
elsef(p(x), 4(x, y)) fi; f(EL ~531 
1 
[(varmx,varny):=(El,E2); 
while1 Cdo(x, y):= (p(x),q(x, y)) od; 
Yl 
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In addition one needs the introduction of appropriate protection mechanisms. For 
rendezvous-oriented languages like Hoare’s CSP (cf. [26]), we need a more sophisti- 
cated type, and more complicated transformation rules are needed to express the 
rendezvous concept properly. So, the formal description of the meaning of stream- 
processing functions can be reduced to the formal meaning of programs with shared 
memory and conditional critical regions. 
3.4.2. Conditional critical regions 
A more direct, simple, explicit way to express protected access to shared variables 
is based on conditional critical regions (cf. [24]). If we apply the transformation 
rules listed above we obtain: 
begin 
(var m x, var n y, var m z, var queue b) := (x0, y0, x0, empty); 
parbegin 
producer : : if C(x) 
then nop 
else x := produce(x) ; 
await true then b := b&x endwait; 
producer fi 
consumer : : if C(z) 
then nop 
else y:= consume(y, 2); 
await 1 isempfy( b) then 
(6, z) := (rest(b), first(b)) endwait; 
consumer fi 
parend; 
Y 
end 
Here we use the construct await C then K endwait to express that the critical section 
K may only be executed when the condition C is true, otherwise the process has 
to wait until C is made true by some other process; K is only executed under 
mutual exclusion. Generally the Bernstein condition is assumed, i.e. program vari- 
ables that are updated by one process (i.e. occur on the left-hand side of an 
assignment) and also occur in another process may only occur inside of await- 
statements. 
For a formal definition of conditional critical regions by transformational semantics 
see [lo]. A denotational model of processes with protected access to shared memory 
can be found in [15]. It is based on the idea of sets of stream-processing functions 
working on streams of states. 
3.4.3. Monitors 
In contrast to conditional critical regions, where shared variables are locally 
protected, monitors are used as global protection mechanism to shared memory 
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(cf. [25]). All operations on shared variables are encapsulated: 
begin 
monitor buffer =: 
begin proc in = (m a); 
begin b := b&a ; nonempry. signal end; 
proc out = (var m u) ; 
begin if isempty( 6) then nonempty. wait else nop fi; 
b:=(rest(b),first(b)) end; 
condition nonempty; 
var queue b := empty 
end; 
(var m x, var n y, var m z) := (x0, y0, x0); 
parbegin 
producer:: if C(x) 
then nop 
par 
else x := produce(x); buffer. in(x); producer fi 
consumer:: if C(z) 
then nop 
else y := consume(y,z); bufler.our( z); consumer fi 
parend; 
Y 
end 
Note the similarity between the version based on monitors and message switching 
systems. 
3.4.4. Semantics of concurrent systems working on shared memory 
It is one of the interesting questions whether concurrent programs working on 
shared memory are tightly coupled or loosely coupled systems. A semantic analysis 
shows that they can be considered as a hybrid between both of them. They can be 
seen as agents working on streams of input states and producing either streams of 
output states or rejections (if an input state is offered to a process waiting at an 
await-statement where the guard is false for this state). So a concurrent system 
is semantically represented by a set of functions f mapping streams of states into 
streams of states or rejections. Then the semantics of such a system working with 
a parbegin-parend can be defined as the (possibly infinite) stream s of states being 
the fixed point of the equation 
s = f(CTJo&s) 
where a,, is the initial state of the system (for a complete formal treatment see 
D51). 
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3.5. Synchronization primitives 
If the access to shared memory is not protected by constructs like monitors or 
conditional critical regions, then synchronization (of access to shared memory) 
becomes essential. 
3.5.1. Petri nets 
A less language-oriented way to talk about concurrency is using safe petri-nets 
(cf. [41]). Our problem can be represented by a Petri net (see Fig. 25). With the 
Pl 
Fig. 25. Petri net. 
transitions Pl, P2, Cl, and C2, we associate the respective instructions of the 
program: 
begin 
(var m x, var n y, var m x, var queue 6) := (x0, y0, x0, empty); 
parbegin 
producer : : if C(x) then nop 
else Pl :: x := produce(x); 
P2:: b:= b&x; 
producer fi 
par 
consumer :: if C(z) then nop 
else C 1 : : y := conSume( y, z); 
C2::(b, z):=(rest(b),first(b)); 
consumer fi 
parend 
Y 
end 
An instruction of the program is executed only if the respective transition of the 
Petri net is ready to fire, and vice versa. Note that we used the version of Petri nets 
where the places are marked by natural numbers and not by binary values. 
The Petri net above can be replaced by a path expression (cf. [16]): 
path Pl ; P2 end path Cl ; C2 end path P2, C2 end 
The first two path-expressions describe the sequential behaviour of the program 
and correspond to the leftmost and rightmost circles of the above Petri net. The 
third path-expression expresses the mutual exclusion of the two procedures P2 and 
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C2 and corresponds to the two inner circles of the net. The place n representing 
the counter for the length of our queue has to be implemented directly in the 
program and is not expressed by the paths above. Its incorporation into the program 
would require further path-expressions. 
3.5.2. Program diagrams as transition nets 
The concepts of safe Petri nets can be combined directly with control flow diagram 
representations of programs (cf. [6,42]). Then our program reads as shown in Fig. 
26. Here the places mark the ‘flow of control’. They can be substituted by generalized 
semaphores (with n-ary P/V-operations). This way the program above can be 
transformed into a usual control flow diagram. 
3.5.3. Semaphores and their specific operations 
Semaphores (cf. [19]) were amongst the first widely accepted synchronization 
primitives. A semaphore s is a program variable with a natural number as value 
on which only P(s) and V(s) operations may be executed (apart from initialization). 
A P(s) operation decreases  by one if s is greater than zero; the V(s) operation 
increases s by one. With the help of semaphores our example reads: 
begin (semaphore s, semaphore n) := (1,O); 
(var m x, var n y, var m 2, var queue b) := (x0, y0, x0), empty; 
parbegin 
producer :: if C(x) 
then nop 
par 
else x := produce(x); 
P(s); b:= b&x; V(n); V(s); 
producer F 
consumer : : if C(z) 
then nop 
else y := consume( y, z); 
P(n); P(s); (b, z):=(rest(b),first(b)); V(s); 
consumer fi 
parend; 
Y 
end 
Here m and n denote arbitrary sorts while queue denotes the sort of FIFO (first-in- 
first-out) queues (for a forma1 definition see Section 4). Note that for simplicity we 
use semaphores with an infinite number of possible states (i.e. with natural numbers 
as values) instead of binary semaphores. The semaphore s has two states (0 or 1) 
and is used for synchronization purpose only, while n gives always the length of 
the queue b and thus is of importance for the logic of the program too. 
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4. Conclusion 
It has been tried to demonstrate above how styles of concurrent programming 
can be classified, related, and even derived on the basis of applicative programming 
concepts. 
4.1. Applicative concurrent programs versus procedural concurrent programs 
We call a program applicative if it does not use the concept of program variables, 
in particular if it does not use the assignment statement. Consequently we call it 
procedural if it uses local or global program variables (cf. [5]). Since concurrent 
programming historically first became of interest in systems programming, most of 
the early language constructs for concurrent programming are machine-oriented. 
More precisely, they are oriented towards multi-programming or multi-processor 
machine types, where the processors share some memory. With the coming up of 
distributed systems, which are connected by message channels, more interest was 
given to message-oriented languages. Using communicating sequential processes, 
however, it is no longer necessary to describe the single processes as procedural 
programs working on local variables. It is also possible to describe such processes 
by applicative programs (cf. [39]). 
Applicative concurrent programs may either consist of classical recursive functions 
for which specific computation rules are used (cf. for instance ‘call-in-parallel’ in 
[9] in contrast to parallel-innermost rules in [35]), or consist of specific constructs 
for ‘Applicative Multiprogramming’ (cf. [22]). 
4.2. On the duality of message-oriented versus procedure-oriented concepts 
Following [33] we call a language for concurrent programming procedure- 
oriented, if it allows for the (synchronized or protected) use of shared variables 
explicitly in parallel processes. Then the concurrent processes may perform arbitrary 
operations (such as assignments etc.) on these shared variables. We call a language 
for concurrent programming message-oriented if it does not allow the use of shared 
variables by concurrent processes, but provides a message switching facility for the 
communication between concurrent processes. 
The explanations of the preceding section, however, show the close relationship 
between these two notions. 
4.3. Areas of future research 
Although not carried out in detail nor given any formal semantic basis, the 
example above shows a rather general classification of programming concepts for 
parallel systems. 
It remains to establish formally justified transformation rules between all the 
different programming styles. Then a program design and development could pro- 
ceed along the lines sketched above, starting from purely applicative versions and 
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then stepwise transforming it into a data-flow program and then switching to 
procedure-oriented or message-oriented concurrent systems. 
Appendix. The calculation sheet machine 
A suggestive way to illustrate data driven reduction is the computation model of 
the calculation sheet machine. 
The calculation sheet machine consists of an infinite supply of calculation sheets 
for an algorithmically given function (in case of a system of recursive functions, 
special sheets for each function), and a general operation rule: For every call, the 
parameters of the call are transferred to a new copy of the sheet and this sheet is 
incorporated into the whole calculation process. For example, 
funct fat 3 (int n co 0 S n co) int: 
if n=Othenl 
else nxfuc(n-1)fi 
has the calculation sheet shown in Fig. 27. 
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Fig. 27. Calculation sheet for fat. 
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Fig. 28. Working on the calculation sheet. 
It may happen that a sheet cannot be finished before several other sheets are 
finished (‘pending operations’, in the example above multiplication). Once the 
condition of an alternative is calculated, one of the two other branches is killed: 
this leads effectively to termination if there is any. Theoretically, this amounts to a 
‘text replacement machine’ with a full freedom of execution (‘non-deterministic 
text replacement machine’, cf. [9]). 
The actual calculation of fuc(3) needs 4 sheets and is performed as shown in Fig. 
28. Note that the filling in of the calculation sheet can be done in any order (also 
in parallel) that is consistent with the data dependencies. So working with the 
calculation sheet machine is a simple example of an organisation of a computation 
along the lines of data driven reduction. 
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